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world5 a measure of gaiety, news, gossip . . . conjuring
tricks even. They took for those self-sufficers in their ideal
climate the place of the Merchants of the Route in the
Golden Age and, if they by no means adopted the Open
Hand as their tabu sign, the whole situation brought about
by the combination of self-sufficers and travelling merchants
was an eminently happy one. The housewives of the Caro-
linas could feel that they were being tricked and beguiled
by the travellers, but they gained some conveniences and
the trickery was more than made up for by the enlivenment
of the outlanders* visits. ... A Golden Age again, then.
Alas! . . . Round the 'seventy-fives of the eighteenth
century North Carolina, as we have seen, staged several
demonstrations against the Crown. They disowned that
symbol of authority at the county convention of Mecklenburg
in May 1775, they had already in 1774 held a Tea Party
of their own, and now the ladies of the Colony took an oath
that they would not purchase any manufactured goods
from England. The example being followed by other ladies
of the other colonies, the result was an immense impetus to
the trade of the pedlars. Overseas trading being for the
time stopped by the war, there resulted also a considerable
increase in the occupation of cash-grain or hard wheat
production in New England. The New Englanders became,
therefore, in the strict sense of the word, part-time farmers
with a great trade in both hard wheat and home manu-
factures**
* It would be as well to define exactly what is meant by "self-
sufficing" and "part-time" farming. That admirable worka Types of
Farming in the United States^ issued by the Bureau of the Census as part of
the Fifteenth Census of the U.S.A., thus defines the first:
"Self-sufficing farms in general represent small farms with simple
organizations which usually supply a rather meagre living to the operator
and his family. . » . They are farms where there is little if any commer-
cial agriculture. That is to say, that they are farms upon which the sales
are of minor importance and on which the family living comprises the
major source of income,"
and the second:
"Two general situations are typefied on these farms: Around cities
they probably represent farms which are operated by operators whose

